Post Cap
and Fasteners

Full Round Post and Post Covers
Frame
Assembly

Step 1
Laying the posts on the ground (use shipping cartons
underneath to avoid damage), remove the caps from the
top of the posts and set them safely aside.

Step 2
Slide the frame assembly into the post slots from the
top until the frame is flush with the radius post covers.
Replace the post caps removed in Step 1 using the
supplied fasteners, two per cap.

Radius Post
Covers
Mounting Posts

Step 3
With the sign laying on the ground as a
guide (use shipping cartons underneath to
avoid damage), dig two 20" diameter holes.
The holes must be deep enough to totally
bury the mounting posts and about 12 inches
of the radius post covers. Correct installation will
conceal the post covers with about 12 inches of
top soil or other landscape material. Level the sign
both horizontally and vertically.

Parking

12 "
30 "
minimum

Accessing the Inner Panel and
Electrical Components
Standard Face Signs
Step 1
Locate and remove the retainer screws along the
bottom reveal of the outer frame. The outer face panel
and retainer can then be hinged open to access the
LEDs and electrical components.

Step 2
Be sure to properly secure the frame retainer to the
cabinet with the screws removed in Step 1.

Accessing Electrical Components
Outer Face Panel hinges forward
for access to the interior of the sign
On Twin Hinge Directory Signs,
the Interior Face Panel hinges
open after removing the retaining
screws in the bottom corners
Key lock on Twin Hinge
Directory signs only

Retainer Screws in reveal of
standard face signs
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"Twin Hinge" Directory Signs
Step 1
Unlock the key lock to hinge the outer face panel and
retainer open.

Step 2
Remove the two screws at the bottom corners of the
interior twin hinge frame. The inner panel can then be
hinged open to access the electrical components.

Step 3
To lock the frame closed, secure the inner panel with
the screws removed in Step 2 and lock the outer frame
to the sign cabinet using the key lock.

Twin Hinge Bottom Screws

Screws secure the
inner twin hinge panel
at bottom corners

